Oh NFV People! Your dream is finally coming TRUE!
～NFVの皆、夢が叶える日が近い～
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- 4G MNO service in Oct 2019
- 1.7 GHz band
- Testing and validation of component technologies
- Standard compliant
- Build on proven technologies, but AGGRESSIVE on others
ETSI NFV compliant

- Compliant to ETSI NFV Architecture and standards
  - Multi-vendor implementation on COTS

Everything is brand new
Deployment scenario

- Distributed clouds will host Rakuten’s mobile network

Complete virtualization will enable us rolling 5G out faster
Into the future ...

- Newest MNO in Japan
- Have taken bold technological decisions
- Building on best practices including opensource
- Extensive testing and validation going on
- Automation of operation is a major objective

Rakuten will contribute to NFV and opensource to achieve completeness